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Selectmen ·invite Tru ste es
to discuss a "D ry Ca mp us"
By Ed Ward

Task Force
meets to
discuss
Homecoming
ByEdWar d
Comment staff
A special meeting of the
Drug and Alcohol Task Force
was held October 26 at 11 :00
a.m. in the Campus Center to
review
the activities of
Homecom ing weekend and
discuss present alcohol
policies.
The meeting was called
together by Pam Arrighi,
Associate for Student Services
and Activities 1 . to gather
feedback from students, student
leaders
in
particular ',
concernin g alcohol related
1111
191
4

Rainy day blues

Services and the director of the
Campus Center can provide
permission for such actions in
either the Residence Halls or the
Campus Center buildings
respectively.
The Residentia l Alcohol policy
further limits alcoholic beverages
on campus. It limits the quantity of alcohol which may be
brought into any residentia l
. facility within a 24 hour period
to 144 ounces or 72 ounces of
wine or liquor or 108 ounces in
combinatio n of beer, wine, and
liquor.
Violation of the alcohol policy
results in a judicial· hearing and
the possibility of suspensio n
from all residential facilities for a
period of seven days.

Comment staff
At their last meeting, the
Bridgewat er Board of Selectmen
voted to request the Bridgewat er
State College's Board of Trustees
to attend their October 31
meeting to discuss the college's
current alcohol policy.
According to The Brockton
Enterprise. the decision followed
a report by Bridgewat er police
Sergeant Kevin Chiocca on the
events that transpired Homecoming weekend.
Chiocca is quoted as saying that
although the police have been
able to control many of the
off-campus parties with the help
of complaints by residents a dry
campus should be considered.
According to Chiocca, the
college's policy on alcoholic
beverages was a contributi ng
factor in last week's numerous
Homecomi ng apprehensions. He
was quoted as stating that the

· Chiocca reportedly stated that he
believes the present alcohol
policy on campus allows students
21 and over to bring alcohol into
college facilities as long as they
act in a responsib le manner.

campus is out of control with

Rain, rain go away: Another rainy Monday in New
England. Students with their umbrellas in hand head to
and from class at Boyden Hall (Stoff photo by Debro
Willis) .
,

Years ~&o. according to Chiocca,
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Homecoming weekend.
Students
and
staff
represent ing many major
organizatio ns and departmen ts
on campus attended the
· meeP.ng.
Those attending the meeting
cont. onp. 3

Bridgew ater, MA

the 1988-198~ Student' Handbook, prohibits the sale,
consumpti on, possession and ·
promotion of alcoholic beverages .
on college property without the·
expressed permission from the
vice-presid ent of Student Services. The director of Student

~ew place toli~e~

Pre8'id. . . .f;;j
visits Bridgewater

'

Selectman Roger G. Provost
has reportedly state.ct that the
Board of Trustees should set a
policy by which students who are
unable to behave themselves will
be forced to find a new school.

By Ed Ward
Comment staff

according to a memo put out by
Presidentia l Search Committee
member Dr. Richard A. Veno, is
"No matter what the outcome, to allow. administrators. faculty
this has been a grand experience," and students the opportunit y to
stated Dr. Russell G. Warren, one form an impresssio n of the
of the three finalists selected by candidates and discuss various
the
Presiden tial
Search issues.
Committee , during his recent
During a general reception held
visit to Bridgewater State College October 24 at 3:30 p.m. in the
this week.
Heritage Room of the Maxwell
Library, Warren had a chance to
comparative rate sheet was passed
Warren was on campus Sunday' talk about himself and answer
around. Listed were the rates of M d
on ay an d T ues day o f t h"1s some quesu'ons.
. the three approved flight schools week. He is the first of the three
He mentioned that he has a PhD
and other local schools. King candidates to visit and tour the in Economic s from Tulane
.Aviation had the lowest rates. campus. D Adri r·
r.
an ms1ey w1·11 Uni·versi·ty and 1·s a· natI've of
For a C152 plane, of which they visit from October 26 to October Virginia. He explained that
he
have 14, the hourly rate is 28, and Dr. Richard Ekman will has held various administra
tive
$64.00 The other two approved visit from Novembe r 2 to positions at several colleges,
schools cost $65.00; however November 4.
including a position ·as
they each have 01lly one C152.
The purpose of these visits, cont. on p. 2
Students next questioned the_,,,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _"""""''"'""'"'"""""'"'"""""""'"""-""'""""'"""""""'""""--..•
purpose of the $45 .00
maintenan ce fee and the other
Index
fixed fees that they are charged
each semester. These fees are to
help cover the high cost of
uGrease is
insurance. Students are not
Annoucements ,_ _ _ lO
the
word,"
charged the $1.000 deductible if
By the W o y - - - - - 2
, they are responsibl e. for. damages
Calendar of
and tti~ Pl(ly
·Events - - - - - - - , 8
to a plane.
Campus
NexfDli1een. sp()ke more alxn~t
Conversation-~-...-,-.- 6

Aviation Science ma jor s me et
to air aca dem ic problems·
___ ,, ___
By Angela Comacchioli
Comment ·staff

.Uthe frat is not a
spoke sman for
the colleg e nor
will it ever be.''

A group of Aviation students,
concerned about some problems
I
with their program, attended. a
meeting led by Professor William
Anneseley , Aviation Science
Coordinator, and Donald Dineen,
-William Annese ley.President and Manager of King
Aviation in Taunton.
Anneseley opened the meeting than to his attention. "If you
. to discuss some questions and don't see me [about] a problem, it
concerns that had been brought tO: · won't get solved. It's that
his attention by members of the. simple."
Alpha Eta Rho fraternity. He
About the college's completion
started by listing some of the policy, he said it's the same as
problem areas; such as the any other academic class; a
college's completio n policy, student must complete it by the
King Aviation's no-show policy; end of the semester.' In order to
billing procedure s, equipmen t get an extension, a student must
breakage , and schedulin g have completed at least two-thirds . thi'issues concerrung the. flight
. problems.
of flying· time. and have made· an
school. Also. on hand was' the
· Before continuing , Anneseley attempt to scheduie the remainder
director
of maintenan ce, Mike·
stated~ 11 the frat is not '·~ of the time. Orily then will the
[)upont.
spokesman for the ·college not excuse of bad weather · be
'n1neeri addressed the issue of
will it ever be. 11 He was upset accepted.
sched'uljng. He noted that with
that , students had brought ·
The issue that the rates are too New ·England· weather, the. min
questions to frat members rather· high was addressed when. a
cont. <mp. 2
.
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'By tlie

majors:mee t to air problems

cont.fromp. l
and winds can cause planes to be
grounded. Also, sometimes after
a secom,i flight, a plane may be
grounded ·for repairs. King
Aviation tries to contact students
if there is a problem but it
usually happens mid-morning
when students are at class. One
student in the audience suggested
that Alpha Eta Rho might be
able to help contact people.
· Dineen a'ppreciated the suggestion
but said that with the number of

people)n the program, it would
still be--hard to contact people.
Dineen next commented about
no-shQ.~. He said that there was
·a_ problem with BSC students nqt
showing up for flight time or
calling to cancel. Students are not
charged for no shows. However,
if it happens continually by one
student, Dineen then brings the
matter to the attention of the
school.
The simulator program was
discussed next. Dineen stressed

Way;~".

.t~at students. should take
~ ~_9:vantage of the program because

iLcan save the student money,
::-:·e.sJlY~ially when they ar~ leap:i,ipg

- the instruments... : .,. .
-·--Dineen said he is al~·~ys''open
.. to" suggestions and
'from
students. "The students are
important to King Aviation. We
try to keep the students and
instructors happy." He concluded
by saying,"it's a long hard road to
get where you want to be and we
must all work together."

input

Presidential candidate visits Bridgewater
cont.from p. 1

___ ,,___
Staff photo by Debra Willis

'Tm looking for a

-Dr. Russell Warren-

Acting-President of James
Madison University in Virginia
during 1986-87.
After a short introduction. he
began to explain the roles that he
believes a college president must
play.
"The President needs to promote
a shared vision," he said. Warren
also related that the President
must work day to day tc keep the
vision alive so that it may be
tran~ferred to future generations
in terms of continuity and
energy.
"He must also insure equity."
Warren believes a president,
''needs to model equity to make
sure everyone is treated fairly."
The campus must also be open.
According to Warren, "Especially

.

re

instituf.on

high expectations when hiring.
"Not that a president does a lot of
hiring," he explains. "But he is
judged by the quality of the staff
and faculty he leaves behind"
When the floor was opened up
to questions, the inevitable
Indelicato issue was raised.
Warren responded, "best as I
understand, it [the Indelicato
scandel] centers on one person.
Let's go and get on with it." He
stated further, "If I didn't believe
in the greatness [of this
institution] I wouldn't be here. 11

(Staff photo by Debra Willis].'

School Street Road Repairs
Students attempting to walk on the sidewalk of School.
Street, near the end of last week, noticed that there were
construction barrels and flashers set up where they
normally walked.
This was because the Town of Bridgewater was
widening the sidewalk, near the rotary, and was
continuing the paving to the end of the street. The
sidewalk had formerly been unlevel and cracked, and
this construction would also solve this problem.

"Cold Turkey Week"

t e

fes1 ent must msure ··an open

door for the community."
Warren also believes that a
college president must maintain

lZl

g

you're not going to live forever.
I'm looking for a place I can be
happy."

Correction
The Comment would like to apologize to the present Lady Bears coach.
In the issue of October 13, 1988, two letters to the Editmr were printed concerning
the former Lady Bears coach. These letters· entitled :Director of Sports information recommends return of coach," and "Lady Bears want their coach back,"
were received last semester, before the present coa:ch was hired. These letters
. should not have been printed.because of the time-factor involved.

Counseling Psychology

'

.

.

.

. • •·

· ·Boston-Bouve College of Human Developmerit'Professions
at Nort!teastern University offers part-time and full-time graduate
degree I>rograms in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students
may work toward a Mas~er'sdegree, aCe.rtificate of.Advanced ·

Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree:
· ·
. .
All counseling courses are taught by licensed psycholo-·
gists; Qlass size.is limited to encourage individual participation.
The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as :·
we.~~ pract~ce-oriented ~ourses. In addition to classroom wbr~,
~ ~ro~mclude applied experief!.ce in a supervisep
; ~~
clinkal envrrorunent.' · · .. · · 1 ,:;
·~
:ii~
. For more informaticni
a:.ifiiee:brochure on the Graiiulte·~;; .~ . , , I Northeastern·
Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or Wri11~. to. ,. I
University ·
Gradua~e School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Nortl).eastern University,
An,equal
opportunity/
···
affirmative.actfon educational
Boston, MA 02115.
.
institution and employer.

and
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0

12 to October 21, to coincide with National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness week, was a 11 success 11 according to
its director Pam(Kenny)Arrighi.
One event was a week-long pledge, in which students
vowed to give up drinking for the. week. Arrighi stated
that, "over 150 to 200 students participated in the event"
She also s.aid. that the events which occured· in'lhe
residence''flails·were very well attended. ...
:-·;.·~· ."
She also spoke highly of the various organizat~on~t
which held ev~nts during the week. Students Against·
Dnirtk Driv'ing (SADD) held a contractual program at the
Shea-Durgin Residence Hall. This event allowed
students to sign contracts, which stated that if orte of
theirfriends or roomates.i.s ititoxicated, he will be cared
for. "This program benefits everyone," she said.·
' ··
··Arrighi was pleased to see that students were involved
with ~his program. "Each year, more and more (studb;nts)
are ?etting involyed," stated Arrighi "And they 'are
passmg the word ·along that fun can be had without
. drinking alcohol." . ·
·
·

Open

.

a Success

House to be Held

. ·Bridgewate~ State College will hold its annual Open
House on Sunday, November 6, 1988.
··
·
Marion Spencer, of the' Admissions Office, is asking
all campus clubs and organizations who are interested in
par~c~pa~g in the Open House festivities to pick up the
part1c1patmg form.
Forms may be picked up at the Admissions Office in
·B9yde!l HalLThe completed forms must·be submitted
by October 27.
The club tables will be loc~ted on the
floor of the.
,Campus Center, in the Foyer. Further information can be
obtained from Spencer. '
·
·

main

Thought for the Week
"Those who:dream by day are cognizant of many ideas
and concepts which escape those who dream only by
. night."
-Edgar Allen Poe ·
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F'ood~

the. iri~etin.g. made,. ~omplaints ,
about guests and ·the tailgating
with the enforcement of the parties at the football game. One
college alcohol policy rather than . student suggested that perhaps
with the policy itself. Many 99% of the problems were caused
reported
incidents
of by guests. Another, a graduate
inconsistency on both the part of resident director, suggested that
the police and suggested that the guests not be allowed on campus
police, both campus and local during Homecoming and that the ·
details, try to arrive at some sort emphasis of Homecoming be
of consistency for the placed
more
on
the
enforcement of the alcohol policy upperclassmen and alumni and
of Bridgewater State College as less on those under 21. The
well as
the
laws
of issue was hotly debated.
Massachusetts.
Most of the emphasis rested on
More than a few of the people at communication .and enforcement.
pres~nted

numerous problems

It .was suggested that the .
alcohol ·
policy be more
effectively communicated during
and around Homecoming
especially and that those
responsible for enforcement be
more consistent and educated on
proper policy. ·
Arrighi chaired the meeting
which lasted over an hour and
thanked all of the people who
attended for their input She will
prepare the information from the
meeting in a report to Acting
Vice President of Student
Services, Dean Martha Jones.

Campus Police Log
Saturday, 15 October
12: 15 pm - Female in parade
having asthma attack. Offers. en
route. Does not want to leave
parade, all clear.
1:38 pm - Soccer player injured
on field. Ofer. Fagan and Sgt. en
route, 260 called.
1:50 pm - Transporting above
victim to Brockton Hospital.
2:20 pm - Ambulance needed at
Swenson Field. E.B. responding.
Transport party to Brockton
Hospital.
5:25 pm - Offer. Roginielewicz
10-3. with one arrest. (Male,
D.O.B. 6-8-68)
5:55 pm - Sgt. en route to EBPD
with prisoner, BPD intoxilizer not
working.
6:26 pm - Report of male/female
fighting, front of Wood.
~•""'"''''"''"~~int:"-Teports

problems with party at Hill.
9:36 ·pm .- Report of male on fire
escape, Grove St. .~ide t,f Wood.
Offers. Moore, Wolfe out at
Wood.
.
9:37 pm - Offer. Wolfe in foot
pursuit of male . subject rear of
Wood. Sgt. Cunningham, Offers.
LeMQme,. Izzo and Hile out at
Wood.
9:38 pm -.. Bryan King requests
· 260 for intoxicated female. on
second floor Durgin. .offers Izzo,
Hile also en route.
9:47 pm - Offers. Moore, .Wolfe
clear of Wood. Male on fire
escape broke through screen on
second floor and assualted a
female .inside room.
9:51 pm - Report of Wood subject
leaving Scott, toward apartments.
Offers. Moore, Wolfe· en route· to
·area.
9:55 pm - Offer. Moore 10-3 with
one arrest. (Male, D.0.B.
2/27/69)

CongratuCations
to
Afr. and 9vfrs. Pav{icek..
on tfte 6irtli of tfteir

'Baby 'Boy

Sunday, 16 October
12:15 am - All units out at Wood
with several unwanted guests.
Two protective custody taken to
EBPD. (Male, D.O.B.· 4/5/69;
'Male, D.O.B. 11/27/68)
12:35 ani - Report of fight at the
Rat. Car 4, with Offer.
1:30 am - Car 4 out with 5 males
at Wood driveway. Parties opened
side alarm door at Wood. Window
on side fire door was broken,
fresh glass and blood found. One
party had cut on his left hand and
in pants pocket, also bleeding
from hand in presence of officers.

4:04
am
Fire
Alarm,
Shea-Durgin.
4:08 am - Alarm is second floor
Shea, false.
4:10 am - Debris and smoke in
fourth floor Durgin bathroom.
Pictures taken, set given to BPD.
4:30 am - Report of party in
Apts. area. noise and disturbance.
?:37 am - Channel 7 reporter
called on reference to last night.
Told to call Chief Graca later in
morning. No information given
out at this time.

A..(.[.

The new computerized meal
ticket system is finally in
place and working at all the
dining facilities on the
Bridgewater State, College
campus.
The system, which was not
supposed to be in full effect
until October 24, opened one
week ahead of schedule, on
October 17. Food service
manager Daivd Zeoli is pleased
with this progress, but warns
that there are a few rules which
students must be aware of
when they enter the dining

areas.
"All meal ticket students
must have a valid coded student
I.D. to be allowed to dine in
the designated areas," stated
Zeoli in a letter released to the
campus. "There can be no
exceptions."
This is to alleviate the
possibility of students giving
their old meal tickets to friends
.. for illegal use.

~oli stated that students who
lose their I.D. can obtain a
temporary. one from the Food
Service Office. The cost for
this ticket is $7 .00.
Another point which Zeoli
feels students must understand
is the "point system."
When a student purchases a
meal plan and ticket, they will ,
receive $25.00 worth of
points. "These points are an
equivalent to money," Zeoli
said. "One point is equivalent
to one penny." Thus, each
student is endowed with 2,500
points per semester.
Additional points can be
purchased if desired. For
$22.50, a student can receive
$25.00 worth of more points.
He also wants to make the
fact clear that students can not
save up meals and buy more
on the 14 meal plan.
"Students will only be
allowed to enter one dining
facility in one meal zone
(breakfast, lunch or dinner)
unless they are using their
point system," stated Zeoli.

Word Processing Services

stu.d.ents and. Jacu.Lty uTe. Lnvi.tecL

to a general nu~eptwn, io: m~~ ~e
presidential· can.ti.dates d:ur~n9
the.tr cam.pus vistts.

Peggy '.Buonanauci

508-697-3933

Octo&e-r 27 a.nfi Novem.&et' 3

g:so-s:oo p.m..
·tCert.ta.9e :lto.Qm_-na,x.wett Lt.&i'a.l'y

Directions: For 1he following 4uestion. selec1 the besi
answer chmce prov it.led.
1. Onlv if we know human n;nure i.:an we k11m1. the na·
1ure of the true good for human being~. And only if
· we know the nature of the true 11.ood for human
beings can we arrive ;it an idea ~1f the truly just
society. Thus. if we know human nature and the na·
ture of the good for human beings. we can 1ll'Tivc at
an idea of the: truly just society.
0

Professiona{ 'Writing Service
'TtXii:nica{ Papers - 'TermPapers -!RJports .; !R.µume
'IOP QUALITY

s

Which of the following points out a potential tlaw in
, the reasoning above'!

GUARANTEED DELIVERY.

WHEN ONLYTHEBESTIS ACCEPTABLE
. Free pick-up & delivery in .Middleboro- Bridgewater area
NEXT DAY SERVICES AVAILABLE

Prices start at $1.SO/page

Call Al Carmichael

(508)947-8663

A & A Metro South
.
#.
..
Limousine Service

lilijflll •

'.697-0017

=
f

i

IAl What one human bemg thinks b good might well
be ~omething that another human being thinks
is not good.
( B) Many people have arrived at ideas of the ,1ust \Oc1·
ety, and all of them huve been slightly different.
CCJ It is quite possible to know human nature
without in any way being able 10 know what is
the good for human beings.
( Dl Philosophers have argued for centurie~ over
what specifically defines human nature.
without coming to a general agreement.
lEl Arriving at an idea of the just society may re·
quire more than knowledge of human nature
and knowledge of the good for human bei!lgs.

IF YOU THINK THIS YEAR'S
NEW GMAT SECTION IS FASY,
··TRY READING THIS.
Go ahead. Try it
impossible, new Section. By anticipatNot so easy, huh? Especially when
ing and teaching all the changes all .
you realize just how much is at stake
the time.
whenyou'rctakingyourGMAT.
Whichmeans,ifyouhadtolookfor
That's why you need Stanley
the correct answer to the question at
H. Kaplan. Onlyweoffer
the oottom of the page, it's
aprepcoUISCthathelps
time you began looking into
youprepareforthis year's 51.arH.WtA111DU01101W.a11TDua. Stanley H. Kaplan.
3 :JQM.SUV

I KAPLAN

Any Special Occasion

ioon't drink &drive--Take a Limousine

seven ounces

By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

:Bi-t.d.9ewatei- Sta.te
P-resi.d:ential: Cand.id:ates

Elegance in Transportation

'Born :Friday,
9Qjan Xf,itli Pavfice~
seven poundS ant£

service· starts·
new computerized
meal ticket system

Airports
Night on the Town

Sporting Events
Weddings

Van Service

Concerts

Proms

Chauffeurs

Stretch Limo.

Don't miss out!
Prepare now for the January 28th GMAT!
South Shore classes enrolling now.
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Viewpoint
The need to reconcile a
myriad of viewpoints

.t

Fun, Frr'~1'lt6, and f/~1 Jk/.e h1vr/
H,,.,. rr1 1 fll•ybe 'J 5h1vJ)jrl
ht~.·

".J 'b

Does the Town of Bridgewater
therein. should also be useful
disapprove of Bridgewater State
towards the current problems with
College? This is, admittedly,' a
the townspeople.
It is important that students act
simplistic question but one that
deserves to be asked. But, by the
like adults if they all expect to be
same token, it must also be asked if
treated like adults. They can not get l"'"T'":"~.,,..t..-P-Bridgewater State College respects
something for nothing. It is WANTED
the Town of Bridgewater?
important to have the freedom to go
Students have many grievances
and do as they please, but they
with what the students consider
must also learn to respect the rights
deliberate:· malicious sanctions
of others to do and go as they
~~edup6~iliemandcom~~n~
pkMe.
b~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
set upon them by the people of the
The townspeople need to take a
Town of Bridgewater. They
long hard look at their behavior too.
Truthfully, a great deal of students
· complain about such a myriad of
problems from the prices charged
do cause them . anguish. They
by local merchants to the seemingly
should not, however, let those few
bad apples spoil their impressions
arbitrary and unfair enforcement of
parking regulations.
of the rest of the students. They are ·
The townspeople have their
at the very least as guilty of
grip·es too. Many consider the
stereotyping students as students
are of stereotyping the townsactions of the great majority of
students to be immature, even
people.
criminal. The Bridgewater Towns-·
So what is the solution? It's not
man, in an editorial on Homethe prohibition of alcohol that the
coming, recently referred to many
town's Board of Selectmen wish to
BSC students as "irresponsible,
impose on this campus, nor is it to
moronic clods." The complaints of
be found in a boycott of local
townspeople range from · rresmerchants by students. It will
passing to disturbance of the peace.
manifest itself only when both the
~tude?ts and the townspeople . start .. - . .. . .
. ...
.
l-.--,,1;1-;,l!(-"; .~ . : . .,i;~:., :.,•~.u~·:"!il;r;i:~i•9: :"~.:'.1!1~'.."w: J~--:-:::::_-----4~
Both· ~tude!lts .a!ld townspeople
4 111111
1\MHfltfla\\:<& ~m:~s,l\!Jal':•"1r:ilftllmtt•*~illl>t.,.11!Mtg 1 \10w!llll!&iJttJspm e.aetr•1etht;p1 au•.

be done to resolve the situation?
Perhaps they could both start trying
to see from the others perspective?
Stu~ent.s could start by a close
exammat1on of how the townspeople. perceive their action~ .. Not
all of them need necessanly to
change their behavior but many of
them do.
.
. .
Th~ Studen~ H~nd.book states,
Unlike some mstitutions, Bridge""
~ater State College does not have a
highly complex set of rules and·
regulati~ns .. This . is an adult
commu!1.1ty m which codes o.f
academic and personal conduct.are
b_as_e~ upon individual respons1b1hty and respect for others.
. College restraints are minimal and
you have a great deal of personal
freedom."

and act like adults.
Only a fool· would believe this
will be an easy process, because. it
won't be. It will take years and
most students will have finished
their college careers before anything
even resembling mutual respect
starts to emerge.
Perhaps this is a foolish dream?
But isn't it preferable to the
alternatives? Do we all want to
create more bitterness and coldness
· between the students and townspeople or would we rather
contribute something better and
more substantial thari that which:we
Iiow possess to. future generations
ofBSC students?
·
Everyone should prefer to create
a new community based on
freedom and respect. Otherwise,
we deny ourselves .and ·those to
This statement has always played follow an opportunity, as ·states the ,
an important .part in both the
Student Handbook, "to enrich (our
educational and social realms of the
own· lives) and to make a lasting
campus. The principles of respect, contributioll'· to the· life of the
responsibility and freedom stated college
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Officers want to continue that "sense of unity"
An open letter to the Class of 1991
Dear Class of 1991:
Welcome back to another year at
Bridgewater State College We are into
the second month of our sophomore year
and it is imperative that we keep a sense
of unity within the class. With this unity
comes the challenge of working together,
meeting new and different people, as well
as stJiving towards our degree in whatever
field we pursue.
As most of you should know, the
newly ·elected officers of ·the Class of
1991 are:
Bob Patriquin, Pre8ident
Sean Gately, Tr~asurer
.Dwight Groom, Secretary.
Pam Grimes, Social Director
Due to ext. enuating. . circumstances
Chuck Hart, our newly· elected president,

The Comment

will be unable to carry out his term in
office. Therefore, Bob Patriquin will be
acting president for· the remained of our
sopnomore year.
With the help of our co-advisors, Patty
Amaral and Bryan King, we hope to make
this year a memorable for the Class of
1991.
Thank you,
The Officers of the Class of 1991

P .S. Our first event of the year is the
Patriots vs Seattle Seahawks on December
4. If .you would like to join us as we take
a bus to the game, please contact one of
us or stop by our table in the lobby by ·
the bookstore on Monday, October 24,
Weanesday, October 26, or Friday,
October. 28 from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
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Letters
"Bron co Billy" plays .
hardb all with stude nts
To the Editor.

I wonder if this new stricter
enforcement of the parking rules
Has anyone seen Bronco Billy
is some type of "payback" for
lately? He is a man dressed in
some unrelated personal affront
dark blue, driving a beefy 4 by 4
caused by a minority of resident
vehicle. He has become a virtual
students. If so, the "payback" is
Darth Vader who is destined to be
to the wrong people as commuter
inducted in to the Parking · students outnumber resident
Violation Issuance Hall of Fame.
students by at least three to one. .
After receiving my second
Whatever the reason, I am at a
parking ticket in as many weeks,
loss to find logic in this situation
I have come to the conclusion
other than "playing hardball. 11
that Bronco Billy certainly takes
Is there a solution? What if
his job seriously.
there were ten minute parking
I would like to ask the Town
zones in front of most buildings?
of Bridgewater if its financial
What if the fines were doubled or
situation is such that it must put
tripled for those who are certain
forth such a massive effort to
to abuse this "new" policy?
This is only one potential
issue parking violations?· I am
referring to students who have
solution. Shouldn't maximum
their vehicle flashers on and
effort be made to eliminate the
total unreasonable situation that
whose only desire .is to drop
now exists? In using our school
books or other paraphenalia at a
particular building.
motto "Not To Be Ministered
Unto But To Minister", can we
I.can understand that there is
negotiate with the town so that
little if anything that can be done Bronco Billy's talents can be put
to eliminate the overall parking to some better use?
problem on campus. However, is
it possible for a small amount of
cooperation from local officials? .
Robert W. Lowman

To the Editor:

new staff members to carry on
the Pine Street tradition of
The brisk days of fall have quality care.
arrived and here at the Inn we are ·
We are turning to the many
gearing up to meet the demands friends of the· Inn, to ask for your
of the cold winter months ahead. help in finding caring and
We know we will be called upon hardworking people to fill a
by the State to open anotP,er variety of counseling, adminiemergency overflow shelter to strative, and service positions.
meet the expanding need for
The task before us is quite
services to the homeless, and we formidable, as we ·need to hire
are working very hard to recruit between 40 and 50 people to staff

SSAM Presi dent strike s at
Jenif er's pay raise
To the Editor:

Recently, the Massachusetts
Board of Regents of Higher
Education granted a pay raise
to the Chancellor of Public
Higher Education, Franklyn G.
Jenifer. This action is unfair
and wrong. Mr. Jenifer's pay
raise is an insult to the
students, faculty, and administrai.ors in the Massachusetts
Public Higher Education
system.
The raise comes at a time
when students have been
forced to pay an 8.5% increase
in their tuition, and emergency
fees have been added at various
institutions to suppliment insufficient budgets.
Many part-time professors
have been terminated, their
courses dropped, and hiring
freezes have been put into
effect because of the lack of
funds as Massachusetts faces a
fiscal crisis.

the overflow shelter, as well as
simply meeting the heavier
demands of the winter season.
To run our shelters effectively,
we have to staff them around the
clock, seven days a week.
we are asking that you or your
organization spread the word
through bulletin·s, newsletters,
and meetings that the Pine Street
Inn has a variety of positions
available; Please ask interested

The pay raise demonstrates
the insensitivity on the part of
the Board of Regents, who in
fact should set an example for
the students. Instead, they have
demonstrated their irresponsibility and hypocracy not only
to the students, but to the
taxpayers as welt
The $12,000 the Board so
graciously gave to the
Chancellor would have better
served the public if i L had been
put into the financial aid
account so that students would
have the opportunity to go to
college, who otherwise could
not afford to attend. Obviously, a credibility gap has
ben created by the Board of
Regents and the Chancellor.
It is time the Chancellor and
the Board of Regents realize
that the public higher
education must be accesible to
everyone. That accesibility
will never be achieved if they
continue to spend _our money
on exhibortant pay increases

iildividuals to call the Inn at
(617) 482-4944 to arrange an
interview.
All staff at the Inn are working
hard to meet the challenge of
caring for our guests in an
atmosphere of dignity and
respec;:t.
With your help, we feel that
sensitive and compassionate
people will respond to our need,
and the Inn will continue to be a

for high ranking administrators. The Chancellor's pay
raise is a gross misuse of state
funds.

The students attending
public institutions of higher
learni!tg want programs funded
that will benefit them, not
funding the salaries for high'."
ranking administrators who are
more interested intheir own
personal wealth than providing
quality education. We have had
enough -of the abuse of our
. money.

Sincerely,

Joseph F. Powers, President
State Students Association
of Massachusetts
Joesph A. Langis,

Executive Director
State Student') Association
of MassachusctL'i

beacon of hope and safety for the
homeless of Boston.
Yours,
Richard E. Ring
Executive Director

If you have any questions
concerning this issue, please call
The Office of Personnel,
697-1200, extention 1324. and
ask for Peter Tsaffaras.

Athletic trainers
get thanks fron1
soccer player
To the Editor:
I would like to say thank
you to the athletic training
staff and everyone who helped
with the incident on Saturday,
October 15. I would especially
like to say thank you to Ken
Johnson, Tim Carey, and
Chris Joyce. Upon arrival at
Brockton Hospital, they were
asked to be commended for
doing such a superb job. They
are only a few members of an
excellent athletic training staff
at Bridgewater State College.
Thank you!

Sincerely,
Laurie Govoni
BSC Women's Soccer
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We deserve a better answer, don't we?
Omnibus
By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff
Apparently, many people
missed the point of this column
which appeared in the October 6
issue. Hopefully, this will clear
up any other problems.
First of all, I would like to
address Chief Graca's reply,
which appeared last issue.
Point one: the "article" which
:Mr. Graca alluded to was on the
page entitled Viewpoint. Therefore, it was not an "article," as he
wrongly misnamed it, but an
opinion. My opinion. How can

"my remarks" be "woefully
under-researched?" These were the
situations that happened to me. A
first-hand experience is one of the
best fonns of research I know of.
Point two: Mr. Graca used the
word "diatribe" which means "a
waste of time," according to
Webster's New Unabridged
Dictionary. Since this was an
opinion, and Mr. Graca called it
diatribe, he is saying that my
opinion is a waste of time. Mr.
Graca, where do you get off
calling my opinion a waste of
time? If that is the attitude
which you are putting forth, that
such opinions are a waste of
time, I would like to remind you

·that it is opinionated people like
myself who pay for your
seiVices. Remember, "just when
you think you are indispensable.
you are not."
I understand that the Campus
Police has other services to attend
to first, and I accept that. What I
am taking issue with is that the
people who are manning the
phone service, after regular hours,
do not seem to know how to do
their job.. Mr Graca, would you
settle fo:r;, the answer of "I don't
know how to do that?" I think
not. We all deserve better.
The fact "that · there are
fifty-two
(52)
DIRECT

11

TELEPHONE LINES to the
offices on campus is fine. A
phone number which has a one as
its first digit is a direct line; one
which has a two as its first digit
is one which must be channeled
through the phone service.
-But remember, the offices
which students, who live on
campus, tend to call on the
weekends are the Comment, the
Dining Halls -- Tillinghast and
Shea Durgin,-- Media Services,
the Campus Center desk, the
movie lounge, and a few others.
These numbers all must be
reached by calling the people who
handle the weekend phone
service.

Be prepared, snowfall is closer than you think
Cont~ndere
By John R.
Comment staff

Bums

Unfortunately, though, snow
removal problems seemed to be
evident for the remainder of the

year.

The footbridge was kept pretty
well cleared last year. This was
due, mostly, to the number of
people expressing concern with
the winter safety of that structure.
There are other places, though,
that should also have this much
attention paid to them.

I realize that there are several
problems
involved in getting the
As we all enjoy i:he pleasant, if
slightly damp, fall weather of the pathways and parking lots on
past week, I couldn't help but campus cleared to bare ground,
but the effort needs to made to
reflect on the quickly approaching
New England winter.
come as close to that condition as
"How can this be done?,"
Last year, the first snow possible.
some may ask. Sometimes the
Unclear walkways create easiest way to get things
caught most of us off guard.
Cars didn't have snow tires on potential safety, and hence legal accomplished is to introduce the
them, shovels were not handy,
hazards, and the amount of spaces
element of competition. Perhaps
and the street clearing people that are lost, particularly in the
if the college provided shovels,
weren't yet prepared.
LGH lot, make parking an even
and some sort of organization
Problems with the first snow more difficult task than normal. and incentive, some sort of
were probably justified. There This will be amplified this year
contest could be set up among
wasn't much warning, and the by the number of spaces lost to the clubs, frats, etc.
actual storm was stronger than the new bus turns and the element
of competition.
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shovels, and some - sort of
organization and incentive, some
sort of contest could be set up
among the clubs, frats, etc.
Maybe even a simple, (yet
well advertised), sign-up and
show-up program would be the
key. Heck, if the campus is
"closed" anyway, what harm can
there be in joining a shovel
brigade for a half-hour or so? It'll
just make lif~ easier in the long
run, right? ..
Whatever the answer is, it
needs to be found soon. Winter
weather is not far away. and we
need to know that we're not
going to be spending the next
four or five months trudging
across ice-caked paths and parking

Icmt

I was raising an issue that I
felt should be addressed. When
there is a problem, students and
other people write letters or
columns which confront this
issue and make it known to the
public. This is what I did. Since
this column, I have received calls
from people who did not know
there was a problem and others
who said they will look into any
problems.
Therefore, this opinion did
some good. With every opinion,
there will be those people who
disapprove and be upset. But, it
is better to have unhappy people
than let a problem go unknown.

The Comment
needs writers!
News,
sports,
entertainment,
writers needed.
Meetings every
Wednesday at 3:00.
Or stop by the
office anytime!
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Don't miss Penn and Teller in Boston
By Caitlin Andrews
Comment staff .

Music Awards. They had a PBS
special, Penn and Teller Go
Public, for which they recieved 2
Emmy awards and the InterA cure for the midsemester national Golden Rose Television
blues is spending the evening at . Competition award for "the-best
.Boston's Colonial Theatre light entertainment special in the
watching the show Penn and
world."
Teller. Penn Jillette and Teller are
a unique duo who are comedians
Now the extraordinary pair can
that make you laugh with magic
be seen at the Colonial Theatre in
or they could be considered a
their award winning show Penn
unique duo who are magicians
and Teller. Penn, who does all
that make you laugh through
the talking in the show, along
their wit and charm. Either way,
with Teller creates an intimate
it promises to be a fun-filled
relationship with the audience.
evening.
Penn interupted the show to
Penn
and Teller are
complain about· audience mem·
remembered for their clever tricks
bers who watch to see how the
and dangerous scams. The team
trick is done. So, Penn and Teller
has worked together for fourteen
did the largest faux-pas in the
years, and probably will remain
field of magistry, which is doing
together for a long time. They
the trick twice showing the
broke all box office records at the
audience how the scam was
Ritz Theatre in 1987. Previously,
perfonned.
they had become overnight
One of the many tricks that
sensations in 1985 with their
involved the audience was saved
off-Broadway show Penn And
qn a polaroid picture for Mary,
Teller. The Show won the team
the audience participant. Each
an Obie award and was sold out
assistant to Penn and Teller were
for 22 months.
introduced, which was exciting
and
unique.
~-Pemi'anC:t Teller have been on
Saturday.NJ;&:IJ·t Live and Late'
One highligh~of.tlie shqw }Vas
N,igh' on Davia Letterman .:They · the East .Indi;;tn needle mystery
were on the Emmy awards as performed by Teller. The
well as the MTV Music Video participant to validate the trick

·not the typical suit and tie guy.
At the close of the show Penn
and Teller were holding candlesthe only light in. the auditorium.
Penn reminisced -about fire
swallowers and freaks- the impact
of magic on him as a child. He
wondered why they do it?
Penn explained how he and
Teller started working together,
and he said a special thanks to
those people who helped the
show get on and helped the show
become what it is.
Penn and Teller's show is fun
and makes for an ·enjoyable
evening, Catch their show at the
Colonial Theatre between now
and November 13.
The show runs TuesdaySaturday at 8:00 p.m. on
Saturdays with matinees at 2:00
p.m. and on Sundays at 2:00
p.m. and 5:30 p.m. Tickets range
in price from $20- 32.50
· depending on the clay and place of
the seats.
Tickets may be purchased at
the Colonial Theatre box office

Penn and Tell« have several tricks up their sleeves.

m by Telcuon (.617) 12Q-3434 or

was Frank Aveiusehe ,the host of
Ch~nel. 5'.s. The
(hea.t

Entertainment •
Penn and Tel1er's style with
the audience is that of a sidewalk

performer~ It would

nof, be at all Ticketron outlets. For more

surprising it they actually worked information can the Colonial
on the sidewalk from the Theatre at (617)426-9366, or
comment Penn made about not · ·write the theatre at 106 Bolyston
liking his suit costume. He is St. Boston, MA 02116.

Grease: comes to B.S.C.'s stage
By J~ica Brown and Ed Wise
Contributol'
A story of youth, love, and
rock 'n roll. The students of
Rydell High hand-jive their way
through the fabulous time known
as the SO's. Presented by the
Ensemble theatre, Grease is
wonderfully directed by Dr.
Stephen Levine. His case includes over 50 talented BSC students. Danny Zuko, Sandy Dumbrowski, and Betty Rizzo are
three Rydell students that will
work their way into your heart
Danny, played by Todd
Poudrier, is the leader of the safly~Anne Ward (Sandy) gets Todd Poudrler's (Danny) ring.
Burger Palace .Boys, who is Photo by Dr. Wayre.
·
well-built, nice looking, with an boro, has always wanted to play the Bunnymen. They have played
air of cool easy-going charm. Danny Zuko. He finds dancing, in the Rat on occasion but, "our
Sandy, played by Sally-Anne singing and acting simultane- best gig was playing The
Ward, is Danny's love interest. ously a very exciting part of Channel," said Poudrier, and ·
She is sweet, wholesome, naive, working on this show. Though airplay on BCN. (At that time)
am;l cute, like Sandra Dee.of the he has never done a musical on a .we cut a '45, and met the Fixx."
Gidget movies. Rizzo, played by college level before, he is no Poudrier and the band will
Deirdre Silva, is the. leader of the stranger to the stage. Poudrier has continue cutting new songs and
Pink Ladies. She is tough, been in . Play It Again Sa'm, will try to get an album contract
sarc;astic, and outspoken but vul- Rimers of Eldritch, Mr. Roberts, when he leaves BSC.
nerable, with uncoventional good and was seen last fall in the BSC
Opposite Poudrier's character
looks. These are some of the Laboratory Theatre production.of is love interest Sally-Anne Ward,
characters of Grease and Levine R.U.R. as Berman. He also sings · of Abington. Ward did not always
could not have found anyone in his own band, ~itizens take the limelight as she does in
better to play them.
Control along with writing Gre~se. She has had some of her
Poudrier, Ward and Silva are songs, and playing guitar, best experiences backstage as
all seniors this year and are each _keybQards and drums. Citizens stage mariager for two prolooking forward to Grease. For Control is a new wave group that ductions. This is not to say she
instance, Poudrier, of Middle· is greatly influenced by Echo and 'cannot perform on stage. At BSC

alone she has been in Alice in and dinner cruise ship, where the
Wonderland, The Three-Penny waiters and waitresses perform a
Opera, The Imaginary Invalid~ Broadway revue. She was asked
Gold and Glitter: A Cole Porter to perform on a similar ship
Review, 48 Hours Til Christmas, called "The Spirit of L.A." in
and will be seen next as the one California. Her future plans
person band in the Laboratry include working there next sumtheatre production of A Comedy mer and then going to graduate
of Errors. Along with theatre at . school. But, Ward claims "All
BSC, Ward perform-s with the my plans could change. My only
Chorale Society and Chamber real commitment is September
Singers ·and competes with the 23, 1989. · My best friend is
Forensics Team. This past getting married."
Finally, (or as they say, last
summer she spent performing on
"The Spirit of Boston/' a lunch
cont. on p. 9 ·

Haunting Reviews
By Kevin Richards
Comment staff
It's Halloween and· Hollywood
has not for~aken its loyal horror
fans this year. For those who like
a little humor thrown in with the
scares, NBC and New World
Pictures offer Elvira, Mistress of
the Dark.
Cassandra Peterson's Elvira is
off the wall, and her quick
deliveries of jokes filled with
double entendres make Mistress
of the Dark entertaining. One
negative comment about this
film is its rating. Almost all of
Elvira's jokes.are rather sexually

explicit. In my opm10n, an
R-rating would have been more
appropriate than its PG-13. The
plot, however, is carried off well.
Elvira must go to the Prudish
town of Falwell, Massachusetts
to receive ah inheritance from her
deeeased aunt. What she gets is a
haunted house, a town that wants
her burned at the. stake, and a
book of spells, for which.her evil
warlock uncle will do anything to
get his hands on.
For those who enjoy pure
terror, Galaxy Productions has
Halloween W.
Michael Myers is back to kill
cont~ on p. 8
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Calendar of events
Catholic Center
The Peer Ministry of the
Catholic Center started its HOT
LINE again on Thursday evening
of last week. Initiated during the
final six weeks of school last
year, the HOT LINE was set up
as a peer response opportunity.
The HOT LINE is not a "counseling" program, but a listening

BLOOM COUNTY

post. The students who partici-pate miilie HOT LINE have been
trained to offer a moment, an
"ear," and a possible referral for a
number of emergencies and
issues. Last -year's HOT LINE
received four calls during the six
weeks, but the type of call
prompted the Peer Ministry
group to continue the programs
this year. The .HOT LINE is
available on Thursday, Friday,

and Saturday evenings from

10:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m. The
IJ-Umber is 697.-2402. During the
coming weeks, publicity will
include the distribution of business cards with the HOT LINE
number on it. The Catholic
Center hopes that people will
•encourage friends in need to call.
;If anyone is interested in volunteering to help on the HOT LINE
this year, please contact Father

Bob or Sister Jo-Ann.

Lecture

Halloween

______

,.....,.

Rock and Roll Musical are now
available. They are $4 for the
BSC community and $6 for the
general public. Tickets are for
reserved seating. Tickets are on
sale in the Theatre box office or
in front of the bookstore.

by Berke Breathed

Dick Gregory to lecture a1
B.S.C.
Dick Gregory a man who has
gained fame as a comedian and is
today a human rights activist,
social satirist, author, lecturer,
recording artist, actor, philosopher, and political activist. He
combines these roles to serve the
cause of human liberation and
alleviate human suffering.
Dick Gregory will .. be at
Bridgewater State College on
November 2, 1988 at 7:30 p.m.
in the Campus Center Ballroom
free with BSC I.D. and $2 for
Community. This is sponsored
by Campus Center Program
Committee.

The third annual Monster
Mash Dash will begin at 4:30
p.m. in front of the Campus
Center Friday, October 28.
Runners must be there at 4:00
p.m. Prizes will be awarded. for
most monstrous costume, most
humorous costume, best group
costume, and most original
costume. (Groups consist of
more than three people.) This is
sponsored by the C.C. Program
Committee.
At noon in the Campus
Center corridor across from the
bookstore there will be pumk.in
carving Friday, October 28. This
event is sponsored by the
Caf})pus Center Program
Committee.

Dance
The Campus Center Program
Committee is sponsoring the
Masquerade Ball in the Campus
Center Ballroom. The band is
Sally and the Sophistocats. The
· ~!~,.,f':9!11,~~oo
to
fiiilg hour; midnigbt;~"""
Come one, Come all to the
Ballroom Friday, October 28.
Tickets are $2.00 in the
information booth. Alcohol will
be served to those with proper
I.D.

v.m.

Ensemble Theatre is offering
tickets for Trinity Repertory
shows in Providence at the
amazingly low price of $2.
Tickets are available for The
Boys Next Door
Sunday,
December 4; at 7p.m., and A
Christmas . . Carol Saturday,
December 17, at 2 p.m., and
Sunday, December 18, at 7 p.m.
Transportation to Providence is
not provided.
· On November 12, the
Ensemble Theatre is sponsoring a
day trip to New York City. There
are a few spaces left at $13 a seat
For more information, come to
the next Ensemble Theatre
meeting on November 10, at 5
p.m. in the Green Room; stop by
the E.T. office in the basement of
the Campus Center near RG4; or
leave a message for Lyn in the
E.T. mailbox in theCommunications office.
Tickets for Grease: the 50's

Art
Clarence Kennedy Gallery of
Cambridge, MA will exhibit
from November 1- December 17,
1988 hand colored photographs
by Gloria DeFilipps Brush.
Gloria DeFilipps Brush creates
spaces in miniature which are in
many ways akin to theatrical
sets. In eacp tableau she juxtaposes unexpected objects and
shapes.lhe results is a series of
dream-like environments that
puzzle the viewer's sense of
reality. The gallery is located at
770 Main Street in Cambridge.
The exhibit is open to the public
Tuesday through Saturday from
11:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. There
is no admission charge.

Haunting ·Reviews
cont.fromp. 7
about Halloween IV is that we
his sister Laurie's orphaned never do learn why Michael was
daughter. Donald Pleasance so desperate to .kill Laurie in the
reprises his role as the creepy Dr. first two Halloween films (forget
Loomis. What's intriguing about part III). Why is he after her
this film is the way it examines daughter's life in this film, is a
the existence of pure evil. question never answered. Perhaps
Michael Myers is an exaggerated these questions will be answered
Son of Sam or Zodiac Killer. The in Halloween V?!
most frightening aspect about
Halloween is· the time when
Halloween IV is the fact that it's fun to be scared. Elvira's
there really are people in the Mistress of the Dark is light
world who take innocent lives for
comedy with some genuine
bizarre reasons known only . to scares, while Halloween IV is a
themselves. One disappointment · traditional slice and dice 'em film.
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Grease
cont.fromp. 7
but not least). Deirdre Silva, of
Sharon, helps round out the cast
as Rizzo. Grease provides Silva
with the chance to sing two
solos, which she finds exciting.
Says she, "I've always been afraid
to sing in front of people before."
Though once shy of singing, she
has been on the BSC stage before
in
Dick Whittington and His

Amazing Cat, Lock Up Your
Daughters, and will also be in A
Comedy of Errors as Adriana.
Silva has also designed the
publicity poster for Grease.
Along with theatre, Silva has
won several awards as a member
of the Forensics Team. She also
says that her acting choices have
been greatly influenced by Dr.
Suzanne Ramcyzk. "She has
given me confidence to do things
I never would have the guts to
do," Silva claims. Her plans for
the future including working with
a repertory company and going
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to graduate school. She would
also like to continue her forensic
studies.
Now that you have got to
know them, come and see them
in Grease at the Rondileau
Campus Center Auditorium on
Friday, Saturday, October 28, 29
or Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
November 3,4, 5 at 8 p.m. If you
are interested in acting, each
students has their own advice.
Poudrier says, "Don't be afraid to
make a fool out of yourself."
Ward states, "Do as much as you
can - audition for everything - and
spend your summers doing theatre. Take voice lessons, dance
lessons, etc. Become totally
committed to it. There are more
people out of work than in
work."
Silva gives similar
advice, "Go for it! Jump in with
both feet so that you can't back
out. Once you're involved, you'll
love it."
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OUT _OF YOUR TUITION.
This year, with the new UPS tuition reimbursement program, you
can take a big chunk out of your college costs with a part-time
package handlers job.
Eligil;>le shifts for our plan in our Norwood facility are:
10:30 pm - 2:30 am (approximately)
4:00 am - 8:00 am (approximately)
UPS Package Handlers make $8-9 an hour to start, and there's no experience neccessary! There's lots more juicy benefits too, like steady,
part-time 3 to 5 hour shifts to fit your school schedule, full-time
benefits for part-time work, chance- to advance to a part-time supervisory position before graduation and the opportunity to get paid to
shape up.
·
Start harvesting the UPS fruits today with our $2000 per semester
(up to $4000 per year) tuition reimbursement plan. But act fast. You
must be hired before our November 17 deadline to be eligible for this
semester's reimbursement program.
For more information call us at (617) 762-9911 or contact your
student employment office.
CPS ... for Unlimited PotentialS

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
... for rniimited PotentialS
.-\l\Yays ar1 Equal Opportunity Emplo:o.·er
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tJlassifieds·.
Musicians and
Entertainer s: Earn

extra
money performing for small
groups of patients in a living
room setting for approximately
one hour. Infonnal and relaxed.
Call Shirley Ezemis at the
Brockton Hospital, 586-2600,
ext. 2543 for more
information.

Opportunit y in the
Travel Industry- the# 1
college tour operator is

Campus Reps Needed

looking for an efficient,
responsible, and organized
campus representative. Earn
free trips, and good
commission s.
Call

- earn big commissions and
free trips by sellillg Nassau/
Paradise Island. Cancun,
Mexico and Ski trips to
Vermont and Colorado. For
more information call toll free
1-800-231-011 3 or in Ct.

1-800-999-4300.

Governmen t Homes $1 (U Repair) Foreclosures,
Tax Delinquent Property. Now
Selling. This area! Call
(Refundable) 1-518-459-3546
ext. H 44046 for listings.

take sign-ups for our Florida
and/or South Padre tours.
We furnish all materials for a
successful promotion. Good
pay and fun. Call Campus
Ma r k e tin g at 1-800777-2270.

203-967-3330.

100% Paid Tuition -

Spring Break Tour
Promoter -Escort -

Ask some questions - get the
facts - then decide if its for
you. Call 947-3928 or
1-800-802-4397 Massachusetts

Energetic person, (MJF), to

··"

Unusual Ideas to Make
Money with your home
computer. $3.00 Lb Ent., 30
E. 42nd Si.#906, NYC, NY
10017~

National Guard.

An no un cem ent s
Disney World Spring Break '89

Internship s

McCarthy, Vickie McCarthy.
Lisa Pascal, Maria Pina,
Michelle Peterson, Lisa Wilson.
Good Luck! Aim high! Get
psyched for a fun pledgeshipl

11
1
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World in Orlando, Florida will be
interviewing prospective interns

from the· Boston area coJieges on
November 4, 1988 at Suffolk
University in Boston. An
orientation session will be held
from 1-2:15 p.m. with individual
15 minute interviews from 2:15 5 p.m. The internship period is
f!om Januarj 1st - May l. 1989
and paid hqusing is provided.
Ad.vaitced sign-up is' required ~y,
October 28 and can be done in the
Career Planning and Placement
Office Campus Center ground
floor. A complete packet with
all needed information for
potential attendees is als.o
available in the CPP Office.

The B.A.I.R.S. Club
We are sponsoring a ski swap
in the Campus Center Council
Chambers on Saturday October
29th from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. ~New
1987-88 ski equipment will be
sold. You may buy them directly
or trade in your old models
toward the purchase of new ones.
Clothing and accessories will
also be sold. Don't miss this
great opportunity!

Phi Sigma Sigma
Sorority
_We congratulate the Alpha
Pledge class: Sandy Barbosa,
Renee Buckman, Christine
Graham, Shelli Groves, Pamela
Harrington, Pam Holm, Diane
Irwin, Amy Law, 1ennifer
Ledwell, Kelly Martin, Joanie

goods October 31st. All canned
goods will go to the Main
Spring Shelter in Brockton.
Anyone interested in donating can
drop cans off to room in Pope.
Sponsors a $250 raffle! Just in
tim.e for saving for Spring Break!
Proceeds will benefit the National
Kidney Foundation. Stop a Phi
Sig for a ticket between October
27th and, November 9th. Tickets
$1. :prawing will, be on
November 9th.
----~..,.__;------_.;_...;_,._ _

Social Work students are
sponsoring the first of a series of
monthly bake sales on Halloween
Day, October 31. The all day sale
will be held in the Burrill Avenue
Academic Building lobby, and
will benefit local hungry and
homeless persons. A basket of
Halloween goodies will be
raffled Come one and all!

Summer '89
Newspape r Editing
Internship s
The Dow Jones Newspaper
Fund is accepting applications for
its Summer '89 Newsaper Editing
Internship for College Juniors,,
and the Minority Editing Intern
Program for College Seniors.
Selected .interns will be hired by
participating newspapers from
across the country for a ten-week
period. (Minimum pay: $225 ./
week). Upon successful
completi~n of the program,
interns will receive a $1000.

~

scholarship. Application Deadline: November 15, 1988. For
application forms contact: The
Dow Jones Newspaper Fund,
Inc., P .E. Box 300 10 Princeton,
!<f'..'T!' f18'~!3'-0300?"'Mm'e"" information is available in the CPP

Office.

CareerTra k '89
Senior Job Fair
CareerTrak '89 will be holding its
third annual job fair for college
seniors on J annary 10 and 11,
1989 in New York City.
(Discounted Amtrak fares and
hotel .room rates will be
available). Companies from New

public service announcement can
activities including dances,
meetings, public awareness
messages and ~any more
activities. If your club or
organization would like to utilize
this service there are simple steps
to follow. Public Service
Announcement (P.S.A.) forms
are available at the information
booth located on the second floor
of the campus center.

To till these out simply
include your name,,. the name of
your organization arid both a start
and finish date that you want the
message to be read. This form
England and across the country must be written in a Speaking
will be there to recruit seniors style as it will be read directly
from ALL majors. To be over the air. Once the form is
considered for an invitation to completed, simply return it to the
CareerTrak '89. you must send info. booth for director approval
your updated resume by by Dr. Richard Veno. This
November 20, 1988. Stop by the process could talce a few days so
CPP Office for a detailed plan an announcement at least a
week to t~o weeks in advance.
CareerTi"ak '89 brochure.

Student Referral
Service
Many part-time job opportunities available. If you are
looking for a parHime job stop
by and check out our listings.
Our office is open Monday Friday 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. We are
located in Tillinghast Hall T-6.

Tutors -

be used for any number of college

Make use of this opportunity to
gainfree p11:blicity for your club.
If

you

would like more
contact Karen
Coons, Public Service Director at
697-1303 during her office hours
Monday through Friday 6 - 7
p.m.
information~

Earn $5 per hour and make your

own hours. Tutors are needed in
aUSllb.iQlt~~-~.m

Accounting, Computer Science,
Math. and Foreign Languages.
Interested students contact Joanne
McKee, Progress/ Outreach
Office. Harrington Hall,
697-1241.

Public Broadcast ing
Free guide to
Volunteer and
Internship
Programs
The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting is now offering a
free guide entitled: Guide to
Volunteer and Internship
Programs in Public Broadcasting,
This 1988-89 eidition contains
information about 276 public
radio and television stations and
organizations in 48 states,
Washington D.C., and Puerto
, Rico that provide opportunities
to students and community
people to obtain hands-on
experience in public broadcasting.
A single copy is available free of
charge by
writing
to:
Publication Sales. Corporation
for· Public Broadcasting, l l 11
16th Street, N.W., Washington,

Career Planning. D.C. 20036.
Announce s Their Choral Society
Fall Hours

fall '88 boms for the Office
WBIM Your College ofThe
Career Planning and Placement
Radio Station
are: Monday through Friday 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Tuesday
Free advertising is available evenings 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. The
to all clubs and organizations office is located on the ground
through WBIM, your college floor of the Rondileau Campus
radio station. To channel your Center. Walk-ins are welcome. If
announcement make use of the an appointment is desired. please
public service department. A call 697-1328.

If you have an interest in
singing but didn't know if there
was a club suited for this
interest.. Then Join Us! The
Chorale Society is now looking
for singers. 1be Chorale Society
is both a club and a class where
you could receive one credit for
joining. If you are interested,
then either get in contact with the
Music Department at ext. 1377

Bea rs lose halftime .lead
By Angela Comacchioli
Comment staff

The .Football team falls to a 3 -

4 ·r~c~rd after being defeated by

Westfield State 21 to 16.
The B'ears were up 16-6 at the
half~ then Westfield took over
scoring 15 points in the second.
Ed Sopp ran 48 total yards to
score two touchdowns for BSC.
Rob Charters successfully
executed two extra kicks.
Tim Philpott also scored two

The Comment
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points when he returned a bfocked return~ the ba1l ~or ~~y~ft.s.J~~
PAT after Westfield's first ~core.
Jerry McGrath had a good game
Westfield, however, took the for B SC making four rec1;!Dtl.ons
advantage overBSC by scoring for 45 ~yards. Sean ......v •.u ...... ~H~"'·~··"·
three touchdowns. Ill offensive had a good game with his !Pree
yards gained, BSC was close to -receptions, giJt.lng BSC another
Westfield's 220 yards gained by 30: yards• •beading~ rushe1s-for
.36 yards where BSC gained 184 :arowere-Chart ers with 42 y.ilrds
yards.
and, Tom Egan with 27 yards:~
There were two interceptions
made for the Bears as Chris
Patota returned his interception
for 19 yards and Jeff Lane

This Saturday's game is the
Annual Cranberry Bowl in which
the Bears will · host Mass
Maritime Academy at 1:00.n.m.

The one that got away- Kathleen
to
beyond her limits to stop a Westfield strock shot (Staff
photo by Paul Cournoye.r)

The game was a classic
showdown between a highly
skilled Salem team, who was
looking to avenge a 0-0 tie last
year, and a determined hard
working Bridgewater team..
Jeff Seals scored what proved
to be the game winning goal in
the 18th minute when he
converted· a pass from senior
Captain Mike Meers. Seals broke
in on goal from the left side and
unleashed a low drive to the far
post. Salem goalie Rick Dias
made a diving stop but the

rebound rolled straight back to
Seals who from eight yards out
made n9 mistake and buried the
ball in the far comer.
Sal em came back and
dominated play for the entire
second half but to no avail. The
defensive corp of Meers,
freshmen Mike Correia and Brian
Volkes along with junior Nick
Zeoli, who replaced Captain
Nuno Melo when he was
injuried, played outstanding and
did not allow Salem the
opportunity to score.

Player of the game honors
went to junior David Floeck who
played an incredible game,
marking Salem's two-time
All-American Alvaro Ibanez.
Ibanez, who is considered to be
one of the top players in the
nation, was frustrated time and
time again by Floeck who
physically wore him down and
rendered him ineffective.
Members of the faculty and
athletic department agree that it
was the biggest Bridgewater
soccer win in the last ten years.

Me n's Soccer on the roa d to victory
After surviving a mid-season
slump, the Bears Men's Soccer
team have won five in a row
going into this Friday's home
showdown with conference rival
Westfield State.
Victories over Worcester State,
Eastern Nazarene, and Rhode
Island College led to a huge win
at Salem State on Sunday.
Salem, the number six ranked
team in the country, loaded with
foreign players, had only lost
twice in New England in the last
seven years.

Field Hockey
winsMA SCAC
cont.from p. 12
Bridgewater victory over
Westfield was an important win
in the MASCAC standings. BSC
· advances over Westfield State
into second place behind Salem
State. However, the MASCAC
~~idbal ·player standings has
.--xrc~d Kate Sullivan eaeh
second:to Westfield in the field
and'., at goat· respectively.
McGough, after today's game, ~is
two points behind Westfield's
Sharon Underwood, who was
shut hut- in the game by BSC's
Margaret Martir!: Goalie Kate;
Sullivan is one tenth :ahead qf
Westfield's Sue ,O'-Mally~
Bridgewater's Kate Carney is ais~
in the top IO ·MASCAC
standings, holding ninth place.
,,.

Friday at 3:00 p.m. the men
close out their regular season
schedule against Westfield State.
The game, to be played in front
of Shea-Durgin, could guarantee
the Bears a post-season berth in
the ECAC tourney.
The team has already broke the
school record for consecutive
wins, in any sport, and have a
chance to finish second in the
MASCAC, their highest placing
ever.

''ladc>n't
wa11t
lot of hvpe.

!just waiit
something I
can count on_,,

/l>li<i~:P-f,-!

Me;~'s

Rugby fall.
shb.rf i.n tournamen .t

Some long distance
companie_s pron}ise you
.~P.e mo9n1 but.w.hat you
.:- Jeally want is dependable. .. ..,·. ·
high-quµlity s~rvice. That's .
.. just w~at you'll get:when
.. y{JU

choose AT&T Long

··

DistanceiiService, au1 cost . ·

:· Uiat's afot less than vou ...think. You c;ao ~x:peet low " .
long distanc~ rates 24~hour
.~ operator assistance, elem , "
.,eonnections and immediate
credfffoi"wi(mg numbers. 1

cont.fromp.12
who was the Babson coach.
Bab.son scored again on: a.
pen~lty kick to be up in front
7-0~ ·.Span afl.cir, Gary Parzial~
receiyed a hand off from Danny
Coady and powered 60 yards for a
Visigoth try. The conversion
kick wa·s succ,~ssftil leaving the
Visigoths trailing 7-6.
.
The· rest
the game was
slowed~ do.M: i;;y the referee's
pen~, one rnsulting in a three
point kick for Babson. Two BSC
players were thrown out for
arguing, the Visigoths still
matched up .to Babson evenly
playing two players short.
Howe:v:~r they coul<ln't change the
fmat~epr~ of 10-6, Babson.
Rich, Elwell, rookie Paul
Cangiapo, Dan ·Solari, Jeff.
Suthed~nd, .and Bob "Skip'\.
Hayes all perfonne.d admirablely ·

for tlw·Visigoths.
The · Visigoths will . be .
traveling .to New England.
College Saturday. Co-Captains
Hebb· an.d Murphy are expecting
to get back on the winning track.

· And the assurance that :,

~ .1

: virtually alf of your cail.~-will
go through the first. time.: ..
. That's the_genius'of the
.
. ,.AT&T Wt1rldwi0e iqtelligent
Network.

When it's tin1e to

choose,. forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
: choice-AT&T. .
· If youtl like to know
· more about our pro<;}uct.s or
services, like Intemational .
Calling and the AT&T card,
· call us at 1 800 222-0300.

ATs.T

· The right choice.

BRID GEW ATER .STATE ATH LETI CS

Field Hockey clillches MA SC AC

By Paul Cournoyer
Comment staff

Bridgewate r clinched the
MASCAC title at Salem State
this past Tuesday where they
defeated Salem 1 to 0.
Bridgewate r's MASCAC
victory goal came only seven
minutes. into the game when
Kelly Byrne put the ball away.
Byrne was able to snatch the ball
away and score for BSC after a
&t\lDPirg ~h.y HaahaAMaU9'•
hitting off the goalies pads into
Byrne's hands.
Teamplayer Melinda Moleon
said the game, "was a great team
game where everyone pulled
together defensively." Moleon
.continued by saying that Cathy
McGough had a "tremendous
game" and that Tricia Cullen
played well at her sweeper
position. Bridgewater 's Field
Hockey team is now 4 and 0 in
the MACAC~ clinching tlie
division title for BSC.
In preparation forTuesday's
game however, the Field Hockey
team played host to Westfield
State on Saturday.

Saturday's game was difficult
played
under
freezing
temperatures with a strong wind,
and causing a slow start for both
teams. Neither team seemed to
give.that extra push to score. The
ball went back and forth for the
first quarter of the game, making
no progress for either terun.
The intensity slowly grew
with 13 minutes left in the half,
when Marci Olson for Westfield
scored from a penalty comer pass..
,Qlsoo's fi~t.sbQt.aiaiJll~J»t .•
BS C's charging Kathy McGough,
however, Olson nailed her second
shot passed BSC goalie Kathleen
Sullivan.
The game became more
aggressive as BSC "turned up the
heat" according to fellow team
members with hard hitting,
hustling, and long passes to
cutting receivers became
prominent for BSC. Bridgewater's
"putting on the pressure," another
team member cried out This paid
off when Erika Hardiman scored
from a pass by McGough with
three-and- one half minutes left in
the half.
Westfield, however, pressed

hard on the BSC defense with the
remaining time, and forced the
BSC goal tender to fall on the
ball. This resulted in a penalty
stroke. Westfield's Jeanne Reed
placed the ball deep in the upper
left hand corner of the net The
half ended with Bridgewater down
2-1 ..
Bridgewater came back from
the start of the whistle with a
unsuccessfu l in th~ir ,.s~or·
~~ta·ll~lill~m'J1 ~'":;.e'Bf:I\;'
State's defense was unpenetrable.
BSC, however, continued their High F'IVe- A high five went to BSC's Andrea Erickson offer ..
scoring on Westfield State.(Staff photo by Paul Cournoyer)
offensive attack and wore down
the extremely tough defense of as each team attempted to score. deep into the net, scoring the
Westfield. It seemed too late for
In the middle of overtime, BSC's winning goal for Bridgewater 4-3.
BSC, until Kathy McGough Andrea Erickson defleeted a shot
After the ·game Coach Sue
scored late in the game of a by teammate Martha Wall, past Crosby said, "they were all
penalty shot. This came with the Westfield goal tender. This outstanding" and that "the team
only five minutes left to play.
made it her first goal of the. played their best game as a team;
Westfield had many chances
season and put BSC up 3-2. an5J. if they play Tuesday's game
to steal the game in the last Following Erickson's goal, against Salem State like today's
minutes before being forced into Westfield's Maci scored again to game, we can beat Salem."
a 10 minute overtime wtih · tie the game at 3-3 on a penalty Crosby was pleased especially
Bridgewa ter.
B et ween corner shot. Bridgewate r, with team Captain McGough,
Bridgewate r's McGough and. however, came back to score on a who repeatedly "brought the
team
Tricia Cullen, the ball crossed the breakaway pass to Rani Cote back into the fight of
the game."
crease of the goal, out of bounds.
with three minutes left in the cont. on p. JJ
The overtime was fast paced, overtime. Cote slammed the ball

Lady Bears place in tour nam ent
In a total team effort,
Bridgewater's Volleyball team
took second place in the
competitive Smith College
Tonrnament last Saturday.
· In preliminary play, the
Lady Bears powered their way
into second place in their
round...robin group where they
successful ly
defeated
Connecticu t College and
University of Maine,
Farmington. BSC's only loss
came from the hosting team,
Smith College.
By far the most competitive
'exciting action of the day
was seen in the semifinals
where BSC was matched·up
against SMl.J, the number one
team in the round-robin group
B.
Co-captians Nancy Ledger
and Cathie Karl led the team to
vie tory. Middle · blocker

and

Stephanie Osgood was. on fire
contributors to the team effort
as she sparked the team. with
were Katie 'Tedzschi, Steph
her relentless blocking ~nd
Ponti, Vicki Mazza, Charlene
spiking. When SMU tried to
Casey, and Anne Cloutier. .
power dunk the ball over the
Although victorious in the
blockers deep into the
semifinals, Bridgewat er
bactcourt., their tatics proved
captured second place overall
to be unsuccessfu l due to
after they lost in the finals to
superb defense and passing
undefeated Smith College.
· skills of Susan Gentile and
Atthe.end of the tournament
Lisa Weinberg. Also, setter
the coaches voted for players to ·
Jen Mosca was 100% in her
be honored as Mass
.settings to spikers Tina
Intercollegi ate Athletes for
Plourder and Jane Tolan. ·
women (MAIAW) allstars.
Another key factor to
Karl was named to th~ ~~~tin" ·.
Bridgewater 's success in the
team while Giiger, M~g!.
game was due to the
Antonelli all received
consit.ancy in serving. Candy
honorable mention.
Antonelli was instrumental· in
BSC's record is now 12-16
her serving where she served ·
3-0 in the MASCAC. The
19.fdf !(with 5 aces. .
.. ·Volleyball tefiln's next game'is
Nancy Leger had an
this Thursday night where the
excellent serving game where
Lady Bears play host to Salem
she served 16 for 16 with 4
State College at 7:00 in. the
aces of her own. Other vital
Kelly gym.

'and

and

Men' s Rugb y coIDpete in
divisi
on 2 tourn amen t
By Andy ReCapp

then found their way into the try
zone from there.
· T~e rest of the game put
The Men's Rugby team Bryant at defense for at -least 25
suffered two tough losses in the minutes. The Visigoths sent
Division II tournament at waves of attackers to the Bryant
UMass-Amh erst Saturday. The line, led by Petrillo, Rick
Visigoths fell to Bryant College Damon, and Co-Captains Chris
6-0.and to Babson College 10-6. Mmphy and Allen Hebb.
Overall the team ranked ~venth
The rest of the game ended
in New England
with the Visigoths at the Bryant
The first game against Bryant five yard line with ·gallons of
was a struggle all the way, as blood shed. Several players went
neither team was willing to give down due to injuries, the most
an inch. The Visigoths were the serious to Charlie Doherty who
first to make a scoring attempt as is out for the season due· to a
Mike Petrillo grabbed a loose. shoulder separation.
ball and carried it solo to the two
The second game was a more .
yard line.
Unfortunate ly the open game, but the Visigoths
Visigoths were unable to punch once again came up short.·
the ball in during the half.
Babson scored first, butmissed
At the start of the second half the conversion kick to make it
Bryant caught the Visigoths off 4-0 at the half. The second half
guard, as their scrummers began with a se~i~s of
pounded their way to the questionable calls by ~ referee,
Visigoths 10 yard line, the backs cont. on p. JJ
Special.to the Comment

